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		Enter a world of hardcore back-end, server-side enterprise programming on the .NET platform. This book presents some of the important aspects of the C++/CLI language that often become a barrier preventing programmers from exploring further. The C++/CLI Primer is a powerful but compact book that will guide you through that barrier.

	
		Many of today's complex transactions and enterprise applications count on C++/CLI. Visual Studio 2015 and earlier versions support C++/CLI if you program using an IDE. C++/CLI is unattractive, clumsy, and hard when compared to other modern languages that run on the .NET platform. That's because it is powerful. Like light that can be viewed as a wave or particle, C++/CLI can be exercised as an unmanaged or managed or actually as the sandwich language to do mixed mode programming, which is its real power. That's also why it is unique.








	What You'll Learn


		
			Discover C++/CLI and why is it used in .NET programming
	
			Work with types, primitive types, object creation, and managed and abstract classes
	
			Use abstract classes in C++/CLI
	
			Harness the power of nullptre
	
			Implement code that uses boxing/unboxing
	
			Use equality/identity, properties, enums, strings, arrays, and more









	Who This Book Is For






	Experienced Microsoft .NET application developers, familiar with .NET framework and C++.  
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iOS Wow Factor: UX Design Techniques for iPhone and iPadApress, 2011

	With the millions of apps in the crowded Apple iTunes App Store, it can be difficult to get your apps noticed. How can you make your app stand out from the crowd and get it the reviews it deserves? 
	
	iOS Wow Factor shows you how to get noticed! It explains how to go beyond the basics and where to "break the rules"...
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Microsoft .NET Compact Framework Kick StartSams Publishing, 2003
          Microsoft .NET Compact Framework Kick Start is the fastest path to mastering the Microsoft.NET Compact Framework-Microsoft's next generation development framework for creating complex applications for the Pocket PC and Windows CE platforms. Using it, you can leverage your knowledge of C#...
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Endoscopic OncologyHumana Press, 2006

	Table 1 Cancer is the second most common cause of death in Americans (see www.cdc.gov). Colorectal cancer kills more Incidence and Mortality of the Five Most Common Gastrointestinal Malignancies Americans than any other malignancy except for lung cancer. The incidences and mortalities of the major gastrointestinal a a Site Incidence Mortality...
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Java EE 8 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2018

	The Java platform is one of the most widely used platforms for application development in the world. The platform is so popular that there are several different flavors of Java that can be used for developing applications that run on different mediums. From development of desktop, mobile, or web applications and hardware operating systems,...
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Oracle SQL*Plus Pocket Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
SQL*Plus is available at every Oracle site--from the largest data warehouse to the smallest single-user system--and it's a critical tool for virtually every Oracle user. Despite its wide use, few developers and DBAs know how powerful a tool SQL*Plus can be.
This pocket reference provides quick reference information that will help you use...
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Introduction to Aircraft Structural Analysis (Elsevier Aerospace Engineering)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2010

	During my experience of teaching aircraft structures, I have felt the need for a textbook written specifically
	for students of aeronautical engineering. Although there have been a number of excellent books
	written on the subject, they are now either out of date or too specialized in content to fulfill the requirements
	of an...
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